
Have you found the bear? Can you make a map to show 
where you found the bear? Here are some ideas of what 
your map could look like!

Can you make a bear mask like this with some card and 
string? Can you show on the mask how the bear might feel 
in the story – is he excited, scared, angry?

Hide and seek bear!
Find a teddy bear or cuddly toy and hide around 
the room. Can your child cover their eyes while 
you do this? Hide it under tables, on top of 
chairs, next to the television. Maybe you could 
play hide and seek yourselves. 

Have a look at some maps on the following links. 
Can you see any things that are the same or that 
are different?

https://www.ducksters.com/geography/

DO you have a map of the world at home or a globe 
to explore? Maybe you could locate the places 
you’ve been on holiday?

Observe

Make some bear footprints out of paper 
and place them inside and outside. Can 
you count how many there are as you step 
or move onto them?

If you can do this maybe you 
could try counting them in 2’s, 
5’s or 10’s! 

Read or watch the story ‘We’re Going 
on a Bear Hunt’ by Michael Rosen. 
Encourage your child to join in with repetitive 
phrases and actions. After becoming more familiar 
with the story can they retell the story or parts of 
the story by making marks and drawings in their 
own special books

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gyI6ykDwds

Writing places! Offer children a range of unusual 
places to make marks and write words and 
sentences for example put paper on the underside 
of tables, sticky notes and large rolls of plastic or 
paper taped to the floor inside and outside!.
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Set up an assault course in your house or 
garden! Climb over cushions, under 
chairs, around tables and through 
tunnels made with blankets!

https://www.ducksters.com/geography/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gyI6ykDwds

